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Quantum channel capacities (quantum Shannon theorem) [...]:
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Quantum reverse Shannon theorem: for free entanglement (embezzling states, ebits
in general insufficient) the rate is QQRST = 1/QE [1,2].
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At what asymptotic rate can the identity channel simulate a quantum channel?
Quantum reverse Shannon theorem: for free entanglement (embezzling states, ebits
in general insufficient) the rate is QQRST = 1/QE [1,2].
Asymptotic capacity of a quantum channel
to simulate another quantum channel in
the presence of free entanglement:
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What happens for free classical communication instead of entanglement?
Question: at what rate is entanglement, in the form of ebits, needed in order to
asymptotically simulate a quantum channel, when classical communication is given
for free?
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The quantum state ⇣ n is the purification of a special de Finetti state (a state
which consists of n identical and independent copies of a state on a single
subsystem) --> no iid structure!
One-shot information theory, smooth entropy formalism [6,7]. One-shot
entanglement cost of quantum states [8,9] to evaluate: EC(1) (E ⌦n (⇣ n ), ") .
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Question: at what rate is quantum communication, or equivalently entanglement,
needed in order to asymptotically simulate a quantum channel, when classical
communication is given for free?
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